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Lecture 5

Proofs

Proving things is matter of taking things that are (assumed to be) true and showing what else
must also be true. In this respect, we can think of proofs as being like extended arguments.
We begin with premises—say, A and B—and a conclusion—say, (A ^ B) _ (P ! Q). You
could check now to see if that’s a valid argument using truth tables in the manner of the
previous lecture, but note that since there are four atomic sentences, you would need a truth
table with 16 rows, and that’s a pain to do. Filling out that truth table and showing that
at every row where A and B are both true, (A ^ B) _ (P ! Q) is true would constitute a
proof of the validity of the argument, but what we are about to learn is a di↵erent method
of proof called natural deduction.

At the very start, we should introduce some new notation. We use the symbol ‘`’, called
a “turnstile” to indicate that a proof exists. So, to continue our example, we write

A,B ` (A ^B) _ (P ! Q)

to indicate that there exists a proof which takes A and B as premises and has (A^B)_(P !
Q) as its conclusion. Setting up the proof is a matter of (1) drawing a vertical line to the
left of our page, (2) listing our premises, numbering them, and noting to the right that they
are premises, and (3) drawing a horizontal line below them (sometimes called a “Fitch bar”,
since we are doing Fitch-style natural deductions). The result should look like figure below.

1 A prem

2 B prem

Now, somehow we are supposed to go from those first two lines written down to being able
to write down (A ^ B) _ (P ! Q). In order to do that we need rules that tell us when it’s
okay to write things down based on what we already have written down. In e↵ect, these
rules describe small valid arguments—if the premises are true, then the conclusion is true.
We only ever want to write down things that are true if the premiss of our proof our true, so
using these rules guarantees that anything we write down will be true as long as what has
already been written down is true. Since, strictly speaking, the rules aren’t arguments, we
don’t say that they are valid, but rather that they are truth preserving.

Our natural deductions will feature two kinds of rules, with one exception. There are



introduction rules for when you want to write down—that is, introduce—on a new line in your
proof a sentence that has a particular major operator. For example, the ^-Introduction
rule will tell you when you are allowed to write down a sentence that has ^ as its major
operator. The other kind of rules we’ll see are elimination rules which tell you what new
things you can write down if you already have a sentence with the relevant major operator
on a line in your proof.

We’ll get into the details of all of our introduction and elimination rules shortly, but first,
let’s talk about the one exception. Our one exception rule is Repetition, which says that if
you have a sentence � (recall that we used lower-case Greek letters to stand for arbitrary well
formed formulae) written down, you can write it down again. Abstractly, we may represent
the rule like this:

l �

m � R, l

In e↵ect: If you have � written down on some line l, then on a later line m you can write �
down again. When you do that, you cite the Repetition rule and the line number l at the
right to note that you were allowed to write down � on m in accordance with the rule—cited
with the short-hand “R”—and what was already written down on line l.

We can see the rule in practice by given in the proof of A ` A below.

1 A prem

2 A R, 1

On line 1, we write down A a cite “prem” because we were allowed to write down A on
line 1 because it is our premise. Below that, since it is our last premise, we draw the
horizontal bar. Then, on line 2, we write A again, and cite (following the guide of the rule
expressed abstractly) “R, 1” to indicate that we were allowed to write down A because of
the Repetition rule and what as written on line 1.

So goes the proof of A ` A. The proof is pretty trivial, but, then, so to is the claim that
A follows from A. The rest of our rules will be introduced in the remainder of this lecture,
and the proofs that we’ll be able to do will quickly get a lot more interesting.

5.1 Conjunction Rules

The game of doing proofs is built around rules saying when you are allowed to write down
what. These rules come in pairs: introduction rules for when you are trying to write down
a sentence with a particular major operator, and elimination rules for when you already
have sentences with a particular major operator written down. The conjunction rules are no
exception. The ^-Elimination rule can go one of two ways:



l � ^  

m � ^E, l

l � ^  

n  ^E, l

In both versions of ^-Elimination, you have � ^  written down on some line l. Having
�^ written down already tells you that both � and  must be true. Thus, in one application
of the rule, you can write down � on a new line m, and in anther application of the rule you
can write down  on a new line n. In both cases, you must cite the rule (‘^E’ for short) and
the line on which the conjunction sentence appears (namely, l). In a single proof, you might
want to use this rule twice on a line to get both conjuncts on their own lines, but it’s fine
if you only need one and so you just use the rule once to get the particular conjunct that’s
needed.

The rule ^-Introduction also comes in two versions:

l1 �

l2  

m � ^  ^I, l1, l2

l1 �

l2  

n  ^ � ^I, l1, l2

The rule begins with you having two sentences written down already: � on some line l1 and
 on some line l2. Since both � and  are true, you can write down on a new line either
� ^  or  ^ �, citing the rule and the relevant preceding lines.

It’s important to note that � ^  and  ^ �, while semantically equivalent—since they
have the same truth table—are syntactically distinct—since they are di↵erent arrangements
of symbols. Proofs have important semantic interpretations (e.g., the fact that we want all
of our rules to be truth preserving), but they are primarily syntactic matters, and so we
should be careful not to think that we have, say B ^ A written down if we really only have
and A ^ B written down. To illustrate this point, we can do the proof for A ^ B ` B ^ A

and note at the start that it is not just a matter of using the Repetition rule.

1 A ^ B prem

2 A ^E, 1

3 B ^E, 1

4 B ^ A ^I, 2, 3

The first thing we do in the proof (after writing down the premises) is get A and B on their
own lines by way of two applications of ^-Elimination. We are free, after that, to apply
^-Introduction to write down B ^ A.



5.2 Disjunction Rules

The disjunction rules both look a bit odd, but thinking carefully about the semantics and
how they are truth preserving makes it clear how they work.

Let’s start with _-Elimination:

l1 � _  

l2 �! ↵

l3  ! ↵

m ↵ _E, l1, l2, l3

Having � _  tells us that at least one of � or  is true. Suppose that it’s � that’s true.
We also know that � ! ↵ is true, so, if it’s � that’s true, then ↵ is true following � ! ↵.
Similarly, we know that  ! ↵, so if it’s  that’s true, ↵ is going to be true. Since at least
one of � or  is true (according to � _  ), and ↵ is true if either of � or  are true, then
we can be sure that ↵ is true. The reader might find it helpful to draw up a truth table to
convince themselves that _-Elimination is truth preserving.

Like with the conjunction rules, _-Introduction has two versions stemming the semantic
irrelevance of the order in which the disjuncts appear:

l �

m � _  _I, l

l �

n  _ � _I, l

The semantics here are relatively straightforward compared to _-Elimination. A disjunc-
tion like � _  or  _ � requires that at least one of the disjuncts is true. It could be either
� or  or both that’s true. Since you know from line l that � is true, you know for each
of � _  and  _ � that one of the disjuncts is true (namely, �), and so you know that the
whole disjunction is true.

5.3 Implication Rules

Our first implication rule, !-Elimination, should be familiar from our discussions in the
previous lecture on arguments and validity:

l1 �!  

l2 �

m  !E, l1, l2



Reasoning through why this is a truth preserving rule should be familiar by now. We know
from the truth of � !  stipulated on l1 that if � is true, then  is true. And we know
from l2 that � is true. Since � is true, and if � is true, then  is true, then we know that  
is true, and so we can write it down on a new line m.

The !-Introduction rule is when things really take o↵. This rule involves a sub-proof.
Roughly, the way !-Introduction works is you say, in the middle of your proof: “If I
assume � is true, and I can then prove  , it must be that �!  is true.” Here’s what that
looks like abstractly:

l1 � !I
...

l2  

m �!  !I, l1–l2

There’s a vertical bar all the way to the left because you’re already in the middle of doing a
proof. Then, on line l1, you start a new (sub)proof where you assume that � is the case, and
you cite !I to indicate why you are making the assumption. Eventually, you’ll write down
 . What happens to allow you to write down  is indicated above by the vertical elipsis
because it will depend on the particular proof that you’re doing. Once you’ve written down
 , you’ve succeeded in showing that if � is true, then you can prove  . But you don’t know
if � is actually true. All you know for sure is that � !  is true. So, after assuming � and
deriving  , you can close out your subproof (with the extra horizontal bar) and write down
�!  in the main body of your proof, citing !I and the range of lines from the beginning
of the subproof to its end.

An example proof will be informative. Intuitively, if A ! B is true, and B ! C is true,
then it should be that A ! C is true (take a moment to convince yourself of this, possibly
with a truth table). Another way of putting that is we can show A ! B,B ! C ` A ! C.
Here’s the proof:

1 A ! B prem

2 B ! C prem

3 A !I

4 B !E, 1, 3

5 C !E, 2, 4

6 A ! C !I, 3–5

You start, as always, by writing down your premises. In both cases, the major operators are
!, so our first thought should be to try !-Elimination. To apply that rule to A ! B, we
would also need to have A written down, which we don’t, so we can’t use !-Elimination
on line 1. Similarly, we can’t do anything on line 2 because we don’t have a B that would



be required for using !-Elimination with B ! C. We are left, then, to consider our goal:
A ! C.

The major operator of our goal is implication, so we want to use !-Introduction. The
rule tells us that if we want to write down a conditional �!  , we need to start a subproof
by assuming the antecedent � and then try to derive the consequent  . Once that’s done,
we can close o↵ the subproof and write down the thing we assumed implying the last thing
written in the subproof—i.e., we can write down the conditional � !  that we want. In
this case, since we want A ! C, we start (on line 3) a subproof by assuming A and citing
!-Introduction (as !I). Our goal now is to write down C so that we can close of the
subproof and write down A ! C to conclude the proof.

With A on line 3, we now can use !-Elimination on line 1 (with 3) to write down B

(and, as usual, cite the appropriate rule and line numbers). Next, with B on line 4 and
B ! C on line 2, we can use !-Elimination again, this time to write down C. Having
written down C, we’ve reached our immediate goal. Having done that, we can close o↵ our
subproof and write down a conditional whose antecedent is the thing we assumed and whose
consequent is the last thing we wrote down in the subproof. In this case, that means A and
C, respectively, so, on line 6, after closing o↵ the subproof, we can write A ! C, citing
!-Introduction and the range of lines (3–5) on which the subproof appeared. And, with
that, we’re done.

5.4 Falsum Rules

Before doing the rules for negation, we have to introduce a new symbol, ‘?’, called “falsum”
(pronounced like “fall some”). We treat ? as a well formed formula, letting it stand in for
any contradiction. Its introduction rule, then, is based on there already being a contradiction
in your proof:

l1 �

l2 ¬�

m ? ?I, l1, l2

If on some line l1 you have � written down, and on another line l2 you have its negation ¬�
written down, then on a new line m you can write down ? and cite ?-Introduction as ?I
along with lines l1 and l2 on which the contradictory sentences appear.

You might be wondering at this point: “If ? stands for a contradiction, that means it’s
always false, but the point of our proofs is to only write down true things. So what gives?”
Well, it’s generally true that we only want to write down true things, but there are important
exceptions. In particular, when we are doing a subproof, we are assuming something is true
that may or may not be true. Writing down ? in a subproof doesn’t sully the full proof
because eventually the subproof will be closed o↵ and what we write down then will be
guaranteed to be true (even if we ended up writing down a contradiction along the way.

Being able to write down ? via its introduction rule becomes a powerful tool for closing



o↵ our subproofs. This is apparent first with the ?-Elimination rule:

l1 ?

m � ?E, l1

If you’ve managed to write down ?—that is, if you’ve succeeded in proving a contradiction—
you can write down anything. Think of it like an argument with contradictory premises. An
argument is valid just in case if the premises are true, then the conclusion is true. That
conditional is true whenever there are false premises, so, if at least one premise is always
false (since the premises together are contradictory), then the argument is guaranteed (albeit
sort of trivially) to be valid. ?-Elimination is no doubt a strange rule, but, as we’ll see in
examples to come, it plays an important role in our proof system.

5.5 Negation Rules

Our first negation rule is a nice respite from the weirdness of subproofs and ?. Here’s
¬-Elimination in abstract:

l1 ¬¬�

m � ¬E, l1

This is, perhaps, immediately apparent from how ¬ works. If not, there’s not much more to
do to understand this rule than to draw up the truth table:

� ¬� ¬¬�
1 0 1
0 1 0

When ¬¬� is true, � is true. It’s a simple rule that you might think would not see much
action, but it does a lot of good work when used in conjunction with ¬-Introduction (as
we’ll see shortly).

Our last rule, ¬-Introduction, is another subproof rule like !-Introduction. The
reasoning in this case is as follows: “If I assume � is true, and then manage to prove a
contradiction, it must be that � is false.” Here’s what that looks like abstractly:

l1 � ¬I
...

l2 ?

m ¬� ¬I, l1–l2

In practice, ¬-Introduction is enormously powerful. First, there is its role in (as all



the introduction rules to) helping us to write down sentences with negation as their major
operator. Consider the proof below of A ! B ` ¬B ! ¬A.

1 A ! B prem

2 ¬B !I

3 A ¬I

4 B !E, 1, 3

5 ? ?I, 2, 4

6 ¬A ¬I, 3–5

7 ¬B ! ¬A !I, 2–6

Since our goal is an implication, we begin on line 2 by starting an !-Introduction sub-
proof by assuming the antecedent of what we want—i.e. ¬B—and then trying to derive
the consequent—i.e. ¬A. Since the major operator of our goal (¬A) is negation, we start
a ¬-Introduction subproof by assuming (on line 3) the thing that we want negated (A)
and then set ? as our goal. One quick application of !-Elimination later (to write down
B from lines 1 and 3) gets the ball rolling for a ?-Introduction, which lets us close o↵
our ¬-Introduction, and finally lets us finish out the !-Introduction. Getting subproofs
going can be a pain, but once you clear the first hurdle, they often all close out neatly one
after the other.

Even more important than its role in introducing negation sentences into a proof, ¬-
Introduction provides the sca↵olding for proofs by contradiction. As a strategy of last
resort, if you really can’t figure out how you are supposed to write something down, you can
try to assume that it’s false, derive a contradiction, and thus show that it must be true. The
abstract structure of such a proof is this:

l1 ¬� ¬I
...

l2 ?

m ¬¬� ¬I, l1–l2

n � ¬E, m

You’re using ¬-Introduction, but instead of trying to write down a negation sentence by
assuming it’s true, you are working to write down a non-negated sentence by assuming its
false. Once you close out the the ¬-Introduction, you get the doubly negated version of
the sentence that you want, and then one quick application of ¬-Elimination wraps up the



proof by contradiction.
For example, consider the proof below of A ! B ` (¬A) _ B.

1 A ! B prem

2 ¬((¬A) _B) ¬I

3 A ¬I

4 B !E, 1, 3

5 (¬A) _ B _I, 4

6 ? ?I, 2, 5

7 ¬A ¬I, 4–6

8 (¬A) _B _I, 7

9 ? ?I, 2, 8

10 ¬¬((¬A) _ B) ¬I, 2–9

11 (¬A) _B ¬E, 10

At the start, we just have A ! B written down, but no A to make an !-Elimination possi-
ble, and (¬A)_B, but we don’t have either of the disjuncts to let us use a _-Introduction.
So we start on line 2 a ¬-Introduction by assuming that what we want to prove—(¬A)_B—
is false. Some work on lines 3–8 get us to a ? on line 9, and then we can close of our
¬-Introduction to write down ¬¬((¬A)_B) on line 10. Finally, we apply ¬-Elimination
to finish the proof by writing down (¬A) _B.


